Featured Studio: Spark Erotic –
The Elegant Swan
By: Magnus Sullivan
One of the great things about watching the river of content flow
through Gamelink is that, every now and then, a real gem passes
by. Colorado-based Spark Erotic is an elegant swan on the
waters of the adult industry.
I’ve been watching them develop over the past two years and it is
now clear they have what it takes to set a new standard in the
mainstream porn market. The level of directing, cinematography,
audio, musical scoring and editing is superior. While there are
certainly those who excel in one area, it’s hard to name a studio
making movies with the combination of broad appeal, skilled
movie-making craft and genuine passion to present highly sexual
content in a positive way.
Spark Erotic is not only setting a new standard for quality in adult,
they might also be pointing to a new model for our industry. With
the economics of production crippled by tubes, piracy and an
increasingly fragmented market, it is difficult for established
studios to justify the time and capital to create great content. And
qualified newcomers hesitate to carve into an already carved-up
and ever-shrinking pie. But this group is in it for the long haul, with
their eye on a creative legacy rather than their capital account,
and they have a Blue Ocean approach to adult, attempting to do
to the industry what Cirque de Soleil did to the traditional circus.
To say that Spark is a collaborative team is an understatement.
The studio exists completely outside of the mass-production
demands of the San Fernando Valley and its productions are

organic extensions of its large and genuine community. The core
team of three spends almost every day together and they draw
from a committed group of performers who are all in real
relationships with the people they shoot with. Not only that, but
Spark works with performers to develop the fantasies they’d
actually like to realize in the shoot. “Our performers not only really
want to perform, they want to bring the genuine energy of their
relationship onto the screen,’ says Spark co-founder and Creative
Director, Urvashi. The deep connection between performers is
palpable and a key differentiator in their productions. No phony
moans and orgasms here!
Where Spark truly excels, however, is in their attention to detail.
The sound, directing, locations, styling, musical scoring and
nuanced editing all work to create the uniquely cinematic quality
of their work. Kama, co-founder and Director of Photography,
leans on his 12 years of erotic photography to give Spark its
textured look with balanced color and creative use of contrast
while Cortez takes the raw material and breathes energy, soul
and sensuality into the work with his nuanced editing and musical
scoring. The team is quick to note, however, that everyone
affects every aspect of production, so the final product reflects
collaboration rather than any individual vision.
Spark will typically spend a month preparing to shoot one scene
and then another month editing the scene. Efforts like this are
rarely present in adult, and the result is a visual experience that
meets the sophisticated demands of the modern audience. And
where most studios simply follow the sales figures, Spark has a
very ethical slant to their productions. And where most studios
simply follow the sales figures, Spark has a very ethical slant to
their productions. ‘We love keeping sex authentic and hardcore
while respecting everyone involved,’ says Kama. ‘Our content is
in line with our ethics: no cheating, no incest, no lying.’

And no bad movies. With the lofty goal of elevating the public’s
perception of hard core content, Spark is taking its time to craft
movies that reflect its mission and lay the foundation to modernize
the sexual circus of mainstream porn. Although they’re currently
working with short-form pieces, Spark is increasing the both the
length and ambition of their work with each successive piece. If
the current trajectory of the work is an indication of what’s to
come, we’re in for quite a ride as this new, passionate and
talented group grows into their potential.
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